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Easy 4 Colour Log 
Cabin Blanket

Pattern by Haley Waxberg

Size

22" x 24" 

Materials

° 5mm/US8-29” circular needles
° 4mm/G crochet hook 
° 800m worsted weight yarn, 200m in
   each of 4 colours (A. green, B. Yellow,
   C. Pink, D. Blue)

Yarn Suggestions

° 4 skeins Cascade 220 Superwash or 
   220 Superwash Paints
° 4 skeins Berroco Vintage
° 4 skeins Madeline Tosh Vintage

Gauge

19 sts & 36 rows = 4"/10cm in garter st 

Abbreviations

K Knit 
St/s Stitch/es

Colour Sequence 

1. A,  2. B,  3. C,  4. D,  5. C,  6. D,  7. A,  8. 
B,  9. A,  10. B,  11. D,  12. C,  13. D,  14. 
C,  15. B,  16. A. 

Border 1. A,  2. C,  3. D,  4. C. 

Note

When picking up stitches, if the hole looks too loose make the stitch with 
the yarn from a row below which is tighter. You'll probably need to do this 
for the stitches on either side of the place where 2 colour blocks join.  
Using a crochet hook to pick up stitches is easier and much prettier than 
knitting needles, which stretch out the yarn. 

Directions

With colour A cast on 20 sts. Knit for 24 garter ridges, end on a WS row 
(next row is RS). 

Next Row (RS): cast off all sts until last st (keep this st live). turn the work 
clockwise to the long side. Cut A  leaving a 6" tail. 

Attach B, knit the live st, pick up & knit one st for every garter ridge (it is 
easiest to pick up the st in the valley between the garter ridge). If you 
aren't sure about where the very last sts on the row should be picked up 
do not pick up the nub on the very end, the garter sts spreads out width 
wise. 

Knit with B until 9 full garter ridges are finished on the RS. K 2 rows. Next 
row (RS): cast off all sts until the last st, leave the last st live. Turn clockwise 
to next side. 

Join C , knit B live sts, pick up & knit one st for every garter ridge, when you 
get to the A square pick up and knit 1 st for ever st. Work same as B. 

Continue for another 13 blocks (total 16 blocks) in colour sequence above. 
You will be very short on B by now. 

Border 

With A, pick up & knit edge as above. Work until 2 garter ridges are 
finished on RS (4 rows total including the pick up row). Cast off sts on RS, 
leaving the last st live. Repeat with C, D, C. Cast off completely and weave 
in ends. 
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